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Over $808,000 has been lent from a revolving fund of around $480,000. The fund has been built up from numerous
modest donations - many less than $50. The smallest loan to a community organisation has been $4,000 and the
largest, $92,000. All projects reduce greenhouse gas emissions and have a positive payback, including
tenant-landlord loans. CORENA recently reached 2GWh of clean energy generated from projects equivalent to
660kW of solar installed. CORENA projects have been installed on childcare facilities, community houses,
healthcare, sportsclubs and service organisations around Australia. We love supporting organisations that do
important work in their communities and our donors love it too.

Access to finance
The level of investment to reduce carbon emissions across the not-for-profit sector remains significant and finance is
only one barrier. In 2021/22 the Federal Government will spend $10.2m on its Powering Communities program1,
offering to support only 12 organisations in each electorate with an average grant of less than $7,000. CORENA’s
funding occupies a niche between grant funding and commercial loans. We have supported organisations when
grants are available by topping up the grant and allowing the organisation to make a suitable and larger investment.
Commercial loans are generally not a consideration for community organisations. CORENA offers a “process-light”
application process and our creditworthiness checks are based on project economics rather than detailed counterpart
credit checks.

Access to independent technical advice
All CORENA applications are subjected to a technical assessment by CORENA volunteers to ensure that the quality
of the proposed equipment is robust and to check the installer assumptions about the savings a project can expect.
CORENA sets its loan repayments at a level that will ensure the community organisation saves more on its energy
bills than it needs to find to repay the loan. (After full repayment all savings accrue to the organisation). Our
assessors find that installers often overstate savings and oversize equipment, so our independent assessment is
necessary to ensure that the benefits to the community organisation are optimised. We also find that these
organisations lack the skills and time to make technical assessments on their own and are grateful for the help that
CORENA provides. To date, CORENA has operated solely with volunteer time and effort so our ability to offer
technical advice relies on access to suitably trained volunteers.

Support for community builders
Finance is not the only barrier to climate projects, but many believe it is. Knowing that a finance source is available
motivates project champions to investigate the technical viability of projects and to advocate for potential projects
with key decision makers. A common thread in many CORENA projects is that we supported the community
advocates that brought us the project, as much as we supported the organisation itself. In Tarremah Steiner school,
for example, a group of students committed to sustainability - the Susteinerbles - helped get the $70,000 project up
and running. As a second example, the community group Totally Renewable Yackandandah had already fundraised
for solar panels on the local hospital but the lighting upgrade was a step too far. CORENA lent the hospital an
additional $20,000 to complete this work. CORENA has inspired a number of communities to develop their own
revolving funds and continues to work closely with these groups when additional funding is required.

Conclusion
The Local Power Agency Bills represent an important step forward in Australia’s energy transition. CORENA
welcomes all initiatives that improve the resources available to climate projects and we request that you support
these bills.

Briony O’Shea, Chair, CORENA,

1 https://www.energy.gov.au/government-priorities/energy-programs/powering-communities-program
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